GEL COLOR FILTERS
Color the World
Apollo gel color filters help create mood,
emotion and atmosphere by changing the color and
quality of light. The filters are available in
a palette of solid colors, color correction and diffusion textures in addition to, a variety of
sizes and products including, sheets, rolls, strings,
tubes and wraps.
The filters are designed to meet the specific demands
of the lighting industry. They are made from a heat
resistant polyester material that is highly durable and
resistant to punctures and tears. The dye is added
through a double coating process that creates an optically clear color that will not scratch. The filters are
consistent from batch to batch and provide superior
transmission of color.
Apollo gel color filters provide a pallet of
consistent colors that are ideal for installations
in both interior and exterior applications.

Theater - 7.25 PRO
AP-6300
Neon Yellow
AP-7150
Santa Fe Amber
AP-7160
Salmonilla
AP-2100
Full CTO
AP-7770
Hot Wings
AP-8200
Scandalous Scarlet

AP-8445
Flamingo Pink
AP-8840
Ruby Slippers
AP-3270
Not What You Pink
AP-3400
Luscious Lilac
AP-4830
Blue My Mind
AP-4990
Hero Blue

AP-4130
Blurple
AP-5700
Kelly Green
AP-4700
Timid Blue
AP-7420
Just Peachy
AP-5600
Montego Blue Green

(Clear also available)

THEATER - 5.25 & 10 PRO
AP-6300
Neon Yellow

AP-8450
Spanked Pink

AP-4400
After Hours Blue

Apollo gel color filters will help you
Color the World.

AP-7150
Santa Fe Amber

AP-8750
Hot Pink

AP-5960
Margarita Green

Apollo Gel / Color Filters

AP-7650
Coral Amber

AP-3250
Dominant Lavender

AP-5500
Neptune Blue Green

AP-7550
Spiced Rum Amber

AP-3700
Groovy Grape

AP-2000*
Apollo Blue Full CTB

AP-7600
Apollo Orange

AP-4800
Ice Blue

AP-7630*
Peach My Interest

AP-8250
Vixen Red

AP-4450
Heavenly Blue

A palette of over 150 color, color correction and
diffusion filters will help you color the world.
• 20" x 24" Sheets or 2' x 25' Rolls

(Clear also available)

ROCK 'N ROLL - 5.25, 7.25 & 10 PRO

Gel Strings
The gel string allows multiple colors to be easily
and inexpensively changed from one production
to the next. The strings are a roll of 18 gel filter
colors assembled and ready to use in a scroller.
The gel strings are available in a pre-selected set of
“Theater” or Rock ‘n Roll” colors. Gel strings can
be made in custom colors and sizes.
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AP-6400
Pilsner Yellow

AP-3150
Sour Grape

AP-4950
Caribbean Blue

AP-7600
Apollo Orange

AP-3700
Groovy Grape

AP-5500
Neptune Blue Green

AP-7450
Golden Amber

AP-3900
Voodoo Lavender

AP-5400
Rock 'n Roll Green

AP-8300
Diva Red

AP-4450
Heavenly Blue

AP-4300*
London Blue

AP-8350
Bludgeon Red

AP-4250
Apollo Blue

AP-6200*
Banana Yellow

AP-8750
Hot Pink

AP-4200
Bright Blue

(Clear also available)

Smart Color ® PRO strings only.
Filter colors shown are similar in hue, but different density.
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GEL COLOR FILTERS
PerfGel™

Accessories

No more measuring and
cutting is required with
PerfGel™. Easy-to-tear
perforations, cut to your
specifications, on a 20" x 24"
sheet will save time and
labor costs.

Gel Tubes
Gel tubes can add virtually
any color to fluorescent lighting.
The color filter is inserted into
a clear polycarbonate tube,
complete with end caps. The
fluorescent light then slides
inside the tube and is ready
for installation. The tube will also protect from shattered
glass if the lamp is ever broken. Multiple tubes can be
used to create an endless palette of colors.

UV Gel Tubes
Protect fabrics, painting and
documents with UV filtering
polycarbonate tubes. Gel color
can be included to add virtually
any color in addition to the UV protection.

GelWrap™
GelWrap™ is a cost effective way to add virtually any
color to fluorescent lighting. Scored seams shape the gel
into a triangle that can be fed and “locked” around the
fluorescent tube without removing it from the fixture.
Storage and shipping costs are minimized since
GelWrap™ is shipped and stored flat.
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Gel Shield
A gel shield helps extend the life of gel by
reflecting infrared energy. This prevents
the gel from absorbing IR energy as heat.
The shields are ideal for use on fixtures
1,000 watts or less.

ThinLine™ Gel Frames

ThickLine™ Gel Frames

Gel Frames
Apollo ThinLine™ and Thickline™ Gel
Frames conveniently hold a piece of gel
in the color frame channel on the front
of the fixture.
The Thinline™ is very cost effective.
It is made from black, non-reflective,
high-temperature aluminum.
The Thickline™ is made from durable
powder-coat black cold rolled steel.

Gel Cabinet
The hand-crafted
Baltic birch gel cabinet
provides attractive and
convenient storage
for gel sheets. Each of
the 12 sliding shelves
holds up to 50 sheets
of gel.
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